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Reorganisation of Railway 
Board 
With a view to streamlin
functioning of Indian Railway to 
meet the challenges of the 
modern day, a series of reforms 
has been initiated by the present 
Government. The focus has been 
on streamlining the processes 
and faster decision making
ease of business and growth of economy
forward and backward linkage of 5, have potential to play a major role in 

economic growth of the nation and make India a 5 trillion economy in near future

 
In line with the present government mantra of “
maximum governance”, Reorganisation of Railway Board had been planned. 
Railway Board which was earlier organised on departmental lines and had 
Chairman Railway Board and 8 members has been reorganised on functional 
lines and has Chairman Railway Board who will also act as Chief Executive 
Officer with Four Board Members

Before the reform, Railway Board comprised of the Chairman and eight 
Members, one each of the organised services i.e. Financial Commissioner 
(IRAS), Member Traffic (IRTS),
Stock (IRSME), Member Traction (IRSEE), Member Materials Management 
(IRSS), Member Signal & Telecom (IRSSE) and Member Staff (IRPS).  This had 
made the Railway Board an unwieldy organisation. The Railway Board has
been re-constituted to have Chairman and 4 Members with a focus on the 
Railway’s business.  The new composition is

(a) Chairman & CEO, Railway Board
(b) Member/ Infrastructure 

“We do not see railways only as a 
means to travel. We see it as the 
backbone of India’s development

PM Narendra Modi
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(c) Member/Traction & Rolling Stock
(d) Member/Operations & Business Development
(e) Member/Finance 

Similarly the responsibilities, work and requirement of posts at the level of 
Directors, Executive Directors, Principal Executive Directors and Additional 
Members were reviewed critically with following objectives

i) Streamline the functions 
ii) Strengthen the field units  

As a result of the review, Number of posts of Director and above level in 
Railway Board was reduced from 210 to 160 in first stage and further 
down to 142. 

 

Need for Reform 
Indian railway is organised into various departments such as Traffic, Civil 
Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Electrical 
Engineering, Signal & 
Engineering and Stores (for 
material procurement), Personnel, 
Accounts etc.  These departments 
are vertically separated from top to 
bottom, in that each department is 
headed by a Secretary level officer 
(Member) in Railway Board and 
the organisation of the department 
runs deep down to the grassroot 
level of the Railways.  In the past, when technological development and pace of 
change in the market was not so fast, this system was able to provide a stable 
work environment where each department speci
departments together produced transport in a predictable way.
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Such departmental 
organisation has 
over a period of 
time given rise to a 
phenomenon 
known in the 
Railways as 
‘departmentalism’ 
i.e. advancement 
of departmental 
interest to the 
detriment of 
overall 
organisational 
goal.  Symptoms 
of 
‘departmentalism’ include turf wars for control of assets and 
or derail decision-making and  come in the way of developing a coherent vision 
for the organisation and rational decision making. 

The organisational restructuring of Railways to make it fit for and capable of 
managing the complexities of the modern day has been studied by a number of 
Committees in the past, namely the Prakash Tandon Committee (1994), Rakesh
Mohan Committee (2001), Sam Pitroda Committee (2012) 
Committee (2015).   

 

Approach and present impact
This problem had been persisting in 
Railways since long and despite 
recommendation by several 
committees, the recommendations 
could not be acted upon for the fear of 
backlash by the officers. The present 
Government decided to discuss the 
issue with all the officers of Indian Railways and build consensus on the issue. 
Accordingly a two-day conference was held i
attended by officers of all services representing all zones, divisions, production 
units, RDSO etc. Hon’ble Minister of Railways & Hon’ble Minister of State for 
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Railways were also present during this conference.  The issu
build up support and consensus for reorganisation of the Railway Board on 
business-focussed functional lines. The proposal was supported by majority of 
Officers and accordingly approval of
Railway Board on Functional lines. 

With the mantra “perform, reform and transform
functioning of Reorganised Railway Board were completed within 8 months of the 
initial decision taken at the conference and the new Board starte
from August 2020. 

Reorganised Railway board has led to a 
pragmatic decision making, breaking down of silos and has brought a 
change in approach of the officers who are no more thinking on 
departmental lines. Due to reorganisation of Board officers have started looking 
at the broader picture and this has led to increase in freight transportation despite 
decrease in coal loading and prevalent pandemic situation. This has become 
possible due to capture of new c
disciplinary Business Development units have been formed over all Railways 
with a clear mandate to focus on capturing new businesses. 

Earlier due to interdepartmental coordination issues, pace of progress of projects 
was quite slow. With one Board Member monitoring the progress, the pace has 
certainly increased and efforts are being made to complete projects in a time 
bound manner. 

 

Future impact 
The slimmer re-organised 
Railway Board is already 
helping speed up decision 
making. It will help in f
adoption and upgradation of 
technology and will lead to 
modernisation of Indian 
Railways to make it at par with 
the best in business. Newly 
created Business Development 
Units are approaching the potential customers 
Road for transport of their goods and facilitating transport of their commodities 
through Railways. This has led to diversification of items in the basket of 
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Railways for transportation which primarily consisted of Coal, cement, food 
grains, petroleum and iron and steel. 

As Railways is an integral part of life of common man in India, better services will 
definitely impact their travel and life. Being an environment friendly mode of bulk 
transportation, an efficient railway with ease of business will lead to sustainable 
development of the country to make it a world leader.  

 

   

 

 


